PROSPECTUS

Give Your Child
The Future-Ready Advantage!

Why

Us?

WELCOME TO THE BCG FAMILY!
The Bombay Cambridge Gurukul schools are unique in that they have evolved out of
a philosophy, an idea. It began in 1988 with the awareness that the true meaning of
education is yet to be discovered. Inspired by great thinkers of the times, BCG pioneered
several educational child-friendly concepts ahead of time. Cognizant that the child today
will apply his/her learning in a future that is 20 years away, BCG ensures our faculty is
trained to nurture the minds and hearts of the developing child. Today, more than 30
years later, all of our innovations have found validation. Every educator and behaviourist
unanimously holds these practices as essential to the growth of children.
1989: Focussed on developing a healthy mind, BCG instituted the ﬁrst counselling
and remedial centre.
1990: Computer education was introduced for all students from the age of 6 years.
1991: Stress-free educational practices adopted, eliminating competition and
formal examinations for children uptil age 10.
1993: To help students make a smooth transition through developmental stages, BCG
introduced life skills education and career guidance (now SELC).
1995: HRD department established to create sensitive school environments.
1996: Department for Curricular Planning and Development instituted to provide the
best educational material for our students.
1996: Parent programmes offered to develop a strong and positive school-parent
partnership.
Innovation in education is no one’s prerogative. Every child everywhere deserves a good
education with caring and sensitive educators. We have been fortunate to have been
able to serve and contribute to this ﬁeld, and have generously shared our learning with
the fraternity and the community. To be a part of BCG means to learn along with your
child, to share your learning, and to move into the future with conﬁdence and clarity. Our
students excel in all ﬁelds, at all levels. Their achievements in public examinations and
competitions are a matter of pride and a testimonial to our educational philosophy.
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As Plato said, “The direction in which education starts a man, will determine his future
life.” In BCG, every child matters... and it is reﬂected in every plan, process, and practice
of our schools. We welcome you to begin your child’s journey with us.
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Studying in
Bombay Cambridge
Gurukul is an unforgettable

Welcome to Veer Bhagat Singh
International School

experience. Our students are
our priority and at the heart of all our
planning. It is our constant endeavour to

Our Mission

provide learning experiences that are rich

is to provide a dynamic
learning environment in school
that is committed to achieving
excellence in academics and behavior in

in diversity, appeal to multiple learning
styles, and empower students with
the conﬁdence that comes from

Ms A. Katial
Executive Director

experiencing success.

our students. Our school provides a nurturing
climate for children, caring teachers to facilitate
the development of 21st century skills, and
a sensitive curriculum which develops
equally the hearts and minds of our

Our Vision

Veer Bhagat Singh International School is a co-educational day school offering an
exceptional school experience to each of our learners. The school provides students
with an option to study under the Cambridge Assessment International Education
(IGCSE) or State Board Secondary School Certiﬁcate (SSC).

is to generate world
graduates, who possess
the crucial skills and values to

students.

develop a humane society, and be
the fore-runners of thought as
responsible citizens of a

With a view to achieve this objective, teachers are regularly introducing innovative,
interesting and organized teaching pedagogies to ensure we provide Quality Teaching
to our students. Curriculum is the driving force and Technology is the accelerator. Our
approach that is Inquiry Based learning equips our students with reasoning and
critical thinking skills. Our committed teachers carry out their responsibilities through
determination and hard work.

global community.

45%
IGCSE students
achieve A*
(2017-2020)

20,000+

99.6%

Alumni

Highest score
in SSC

96.4%

600+

Highest score
in IGCSE

Dedicated
Educators

2000+
Parent and Student
workshops

At Gurukul International Kindergarten, we follow the Early Years Foundation Stage
(EYFS), a statutory framework that sets universal standards for learning,
development and care for children. At its core, it recognises that all children are
unique and that learning and development must be planned around each child's
individual needs and interests.

At VBS, we believe that a child’s emotional and social wellbeing is as important as
his/her academic performance. The Social-Emotional Learning Curriculum is helping
students deal positively with their experiences bringing back their conﬁdence, bond
with their peers and learning the joy of sharing with and caring for others.
The school regularly shares with students some interesting facts about our country’s
growth and strides it is making around the world in various ﬁelds and build a sense of
pride in their country -a step towards making them responsible citizens.
We are looking forward to a productive partnership with you to ensure our children
can achieve their highest potential resulting in a signiﬁcant difference in their
education. We believe that each child is like an uncut diamond and the teachers are
able to recognize the hidden quality through observation. With the right support and
encouragement, they can nurture the hidden talent to help the child to shine in future.
Our vision is to guide our students to grow up to be such world leaders who possess
the crucial skills and values of Integrity, Reasoning, Sensitivity and Courage. Through
positive engagement and enriching experiences, we ensure that our students are
'Future Ready' for opportunities and challenges that lie beyond the school.
For us, every child matters.

Multi-Dimensional
Modes of Learning...

BCG Academia provides students with an option to study under the
●- Cambridge Assessment International Education, UK (IGCSE) or
●- Maharashtra State Board Secondary School Certiﬁcate (SSC)
With our highly trained teachers and over 25 years of educational research and reﬁned methodology,
we ensure that each student is able to maximize their academic potential.
With World Toppers and A* achievers in IGCSE and over 75% of our students scoring over 90% in the
SSC exams – BCG’s superior curricular program caters to every type of learner.

...including online

Cambridge Assessment
International Education, U.K.

Cambridge Primary & Secondary Course
The Cambridge International curriculum sets a
global standard for education, and is recognised by
universities and employers worldwide. The curriculum is
ﬂexible, challenging and inspiring, culturally sensitive
yet international in approach.

Learning
through play,
activities and ﬁeld
trips, the EYFS course
content builds on the
inter-connections
inherent in:

Physical
Development

Here, at the Bombay Cambridge Gurukul, we
take the approach that each child is unique,
with special talents and abilities and an
individual learning style.
The EYFS or Early Years Foundation Stage
sets high standards for inclusive learning and
development of children in pre-school years.
The cognitive development of the child is
highest during these formative years, and the
curriculum has been effectively designed to
make sure children get to the next stage of
learning with conﬁdence.
Our Prep classes offer a safe and caring
learning environment, which promotes age
appropriate and all-round development. More
importantly, students are prepared with the
right attitude to learning that will ensure
success in mastering the world-class content
of the Cambridge course.

Literacy

Communication
& Language

Personal,
Social &
Emotional
Development

Cambridge students develop an informed curiosity and a
lasting passion for learning. They also gain the essential
skills they need for success at university and in their future
careers. Cambridge uses internationally benchmarked
tests, giving parents extra trust in the feedback they
receive.
The programme at Dr. S. Radhkrishnan International
School develops young learners who are conﬁdent,
responsible, reﬂective, innovative and engaged. At each
stage, students build on their previous learning – and our
syllabus design reﬂects a ‘spiral’ approach, providing a
natural progression throughout the primary years and
beyond.
The popularity of Cambridge IGCSE curriculum has
been steadily increasing among parents because the
Cambridge Assessment International Education offers
students several advantages over other boards.
Here are some of the biggest beneﬁts and advantages
IGCSE offers:

Mathematics

Understanding
The World

A Range of Choices:
Our students choose subjects by grade 8, so that they
can focus their attention and energy on building crucial
concepts and skills in a stream of their choice.
Proﬁciency in English:

Expressive
Arts & Design

With English as a First Language, our learners gain high
proﬁciency and ﬂuency in communication skills, leading to
a strong identity and voice in the global space.
Global Connect, Local Relevance:
While IGCSE strongly encourages students to develop a
global outlook and promotes international mindedness,
our students build strong ties to their local and cultural
roots right from the early stages.

Maharashtra State Board (SSC)
World-Wide Recognition:
CAIE is like the Gold Standard of educational qualiﬁcations and is accepted and recognized by the world’s
best universities, organizations and governments. Several BCG students are now studying or working with
the best minds in the world.
Lessons for Life:
The methodology encouraged by CAIE builds sustainable academic skills in students. With its application
based approach, students develop into independent and conﬁdent learners.
With its quality assessments and inquiry-based approach to learning, the Cambridge IGCSE ensures that
its learners have 21st century skills preparing them to be international citizens of tomorrow.

2021-22

Gauri Shirke

The course is as prescribed by the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation for the Primary, and as per the
Maharashtra State Board of Education for the Secondary section. The teaching methodology uses the
prescribed textbooks of the Maharashtra Board and includes ﬁeld trips, project work, and specially designed
worksheets that ensure complete learning and inculcate the habit of self-management.

Our students have consistently made us proud with their extraordinary achievement at the SSC Board
examinations.

92.5%
Top Scores: IGCSE 2021-22
Having recently completed my schooling in VBSIS, a
gazillion emotions well up within me now that I look back
over the journey of over a decade. Fabricated from the
most infinitesimal fragments of core values, the
competitive atmosphere and learning-oriented
exhilaration from amongst my classmates induced an
innovative approach towards discovering new aspects in
various subjects.

With the teachers always being there to help regarding
any issues, not only was I inspired to aim for challenging
tasks to improve myself but also acquired various skills
through co-curricular activities and group projects.
Additionally, the school made sure that each and every
student participated in co-curricular activities ranging
from innumerable clubs to sports such as basketball and
volleyball as well as, also arranged for inter-school
competitions for them.

Primary and Secondary education:

Students have an environment that allows them freedom for individual expression, and develops the
capability that is required to show achievement in the ﬁnal examinations as per the standards set by the
Board. The academic level of students shows that they are well upto the standards of measurement, while
at the same time, able to participate in the numerous activities that the school provides for them. The
students are bench-marked with the best in the State and participate in various events and competitions
organized by the Education Department.

I G C S E Topper

Not only am I eternally grateful to all the teachers who
have guided me throughout my school life, but also
thank them for making me cognizant of my personality
that would have been left veiled otherwise. From
carefully structured assignments and tests to
unwavering and relentless support, they always went
the extra mile to make the lectures more interesting and
enjoyable.

The Kindergarten curriculum is implemented using the play-way method, and includes consciously planned
activities for all round development. It is designed to match the pace of individual learners and calibrated
to their developmental stage. The students enter the world of Primary education with conﬁdence and build
on the foundations of skills acquired in pre-school.

S S C Topper

Top Scores: SSC 2021-22

2021-22

Arwa Vasaiwala

95%

While academics kept us engaged, every memorable
second I spent in school was worth new experiences,
morals and values that presented me the way of the
world through efficiency and precision in various tasks,
perceptibly sculpting our future through unforgettable
memories.

Our schools Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
Interna onal at Malad (West) and
Bombay Cambridge Interna onal
at Andheri (East) oﬀer the Advanced
Levels (A and AS) in the key streams
of higher educa on.

School always has a special place in the heart of each
and every student, for a child truly becomes a student
after attending school. When I first joined school as an
eleven years old, facing a new school, home, friends
and teachers appeared like a challenge to me. But after
a few days with the kindness, help and constant support
of the teachers at VBSV, I felt included and cared for.
The various activities held in school help build our extracurricular skills and bring out different aspects of our
personality. An opportunity to showcase our skills in
ever y aspect was provided through inter-BCG
competitions, inter-house competitions, Annual Days,
Sports Days, etc. These have helped me personally to
step out of my comfort zone and explore new talents
and interests.

In Std 10 we were given all the help we needed to ease
out our stress. Teachers were supportive and never got
tired of the countless clarifications that I asked them. The
seminars regarding our future career choices, study tips,
etc. proved to be useful in making the right decisions in
my life.
I feel delighted to have been a part of VBSV and would not
have wanted to have it any other way. All the values the
school has taught me has filled me with confidence and I
feel ready to take up any challenge that life has in store
for me.

e Social-Emotional
Learning Curriculum (SELC)
Social & emotional learning (SEL) is the process through
which children understand and manage emotions, set
and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for
others, establish and maintain positive relationships,
and make responsible decisions.
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Self Awareness

Responsible Decision
Making

Self Management

Life-Skills
Education

Personal
Awareness &
Career Explorations
(PACE)

Global
Responsiveness &
Sensitivity Program
(GRASP)

Annual Fests
& Events

Enrichment
Activities

(Kindergarten to
class 10)

(Classes 6-10)

(Classes 1-10)

(Kindergarten to
class 10)

(Classes 5-10)

Emotional
Management

•
●

Understanding
Relationships

●
•

•
●

Managing
Conﬂict and
Stress
Safety in the
Physical and
Cyber World

•
●

Respect for
Diversity

•
●

Personal Safety
Education (PSE)

•
●

•
●
•
●

•
●
•
●

Streams of
Study and
Colleges

Self
management

Global Responsiveness and Sensitivity Program
(GRASP):

Relationship Skills

Social Awareness

•
●
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Self
awareness

Life Skills Education Modules:
The emotional safety and well-being of children is as
important as their physical growth and well-being. The life
skills sessions are developed by trained and experienced
professionals from the ﬁeld of Education and Psychology
to provide platforms for discussions with students at all
levels from pre-school to class 10.

What is SELC?

The 5
competencies
of SELC:

•
●

Care for Living
Beings

●
•

Protecting the
Environment

Assessments for
Self Awareness
•
●
Activities for
Exploring
Aptitude

Kindergarten
•
●

Kaleidoscope

●
•

Head-Over-Heels

Using the 5Rs Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle, Repair,
Refuse

●
•

Fun Fair

Conserving
Resources

•
●

Primary/ Secondary

Mykensho and
University

•
●

CAP - Career
Awareness
Program

•
●

Nature Camps

•
●

Momentum Sports Meet

•
●

Excursions &
Trails

•
●

Effervescence Exhibition

Crescendo Cultural Day

•
●

Global Schools
Program (SDG
and Community
Projects)

●
•

Inter-School
Competitions &
Tournaments

•
●

External
Examinations

•
●

Student Council
& House
Activities

●
•

Clubs

Relationships form the core of all human values, and
the programme helps students learn their relationship
with themselves, with people around them, and with
all elements of their environment. In GRASP sessions,
educators provide students opportunities to learn about
their environment, the impact of human behaviour, the
advantages of diversity, and priorities set in the world
agenda. Secondary section students have an opportunity
to serve on the Student Council, and involve themselves
in the planning and implementation of the Student PEACE
Code towards building a positive school environment.
Senior students are provided important life experiences
during camp, where they engage in adventure and
inter-personal bonding activities under the professional
supervision of experienced trainers. Placed in semi
rustic conditions and surrounded by nature, students
work in teams, explore their inter-personal strengths
and challenges, build resilience, learn to care for the
environment, and share resources.

Social
awareness

Relationship
skills

Responsible
decision making

3 Annual Fests:
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With the school’s 100% participation policy, every
student from Kindergarten to class 10, participates
in events that display their particular talents and
aptitudes. Students present these skills to their
parents in a grand function that is celebratory and
euphoric, ﬁlling everyone with a deep sense of
pride for the school and its students.
Performing Arts:
Kaleidoscope for the Kindergarten and Crescendo
for the Primary and Secondary – students display
their talents on the annual cultural day, a ﬁne blend
of skills and aesthetics learned through their art,
craft, dance, drama and music courses.
Sports and Games:
Head-Over-Heels in Kindergarten and Momentum
for Primary and Secondary – the Annual Sports
Meet is the culmination of ﬁne and gross motor
skills learning, set in age appropriate activities,
displays and competitive sports. Senior students
can opt to be in the school’s sports teams for
basketball, throw-ball, handball, football and khokho, & play at inter-school matches and sports
meets. Indoor games such as chess, carrom,
table-tennis and badminton are also encouraged
in school.
School Exhibition:
The school annual exhibition Effervescence has
students’ present to parents their skills with
academic projects related to the different subjects
they study, and the practical application of key
concepts. Students prepare models and charts
and demonstrate experiments which showcase
their knowledge and skills. In the lower classes,
the school organizes a fun-fair where parents can
bring their children to enjoy games, rides, and
edible treats. It is a great family outing and lots of
fun.
What make the annual fests special is that the best
of the school is on display, the students and staff
play host to our honoured guests – the parents,
and a festive environment of camaraderie and
excitement pervades the hearts and minds of all
present.

Personal Awareness and Career
Explorations (PACE):
The PACE programme provides access
to professional online portals so that
students can explore their interests
and aptitudes. Students acquire the
competencies and awareness required
to develop a road-map to their further
education and future career.
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Enrichment Activities:
Under the Global Schools Program,
supported by UNESCO, our senior
students
engage
in
various
community projects that bring
to them the experience of civic
responsibility, social awareness,
understanding realities of different
segments of society, value of
empathy, compassion and generosity,
as well as understanding the power
of action. Students learn that they
can make a difference, and that real
change has to begin with them.
In keeping with the school’s belief
that competitions and comparison
are damaging to children at a young
age, BCG introduces interschool
competitions and examinations
from the age of 11 years onwards.
From class 5 onwards, students are
offered a multitude of opportunities
at the national and international
level.
With trained teachers to guide their
preparations, our students excel in
these and their achievements are our
pride.

Opportunities for Students

School Facilities
Our school facilities are consciously planned to provide the
best advantage to the learner, and to ensure educators
have every teaching method available to them. These
systems provide support for all types of learners, and
ensure that essential skills for responsible citizenship and
personal care are taught to students, leading to successful
integration in a rapidly-changing global environment.

Our
School
Mascot

International
Olympiads

Languages
} International
Olympiad of English
} SOF International
English Olympiad
} Marathi Public Exam
} Hindi Public Exam

}
}
}
}

Math
Science
Informatics
Reasoning &
Aptitude

Club Activity
} Music
} Nature

Sports
} Mumbai School Sports
Association (MSSA)
Sports Competitions
} District Sports Ofﬁce
(DSO)
} Inter-BCG Sports
Tournaments

Inter-House
Competitions
} Academics
} Sports
} Extra Curricular
Achievements
} Discipline

} Science
} Robotics
} Dance

Art
} Intermediate and
Elementary Drawing
Exam
} Faber Castell Drawing
Competition
} Kalabharati Art and
Drawing Competition

Lucero

Department
of Education
} Scholarship Exam
} Sahashalaya
Competition
} Ward Level Science
Competition

Coaching
}
}
}
}

National
Examinations
} Astronomy & Science
} National Talent Search
} Homi Bhabha Science
Talent Search

Athletics
Karate
Judo
Throwball

} Football
} Skating
} Handball

Also..
} International Schools’
Association (MISA)
Competitions
} National Children’s
Science Congress (NCSC)
} Model United
Nations Competitions

Social
Initiatives
} Design for Change
} Environmental Projects
} Community Service
Projects
} Disaster Relief &
Donation Drives

● Qualiﬁed and Experienced team of educators
● Play area for Kindergarten
● SMART Board technology
● Contemporary Science Laboratories
● State-of-the-art Computer Centres
● Open-accessLibrary
● Coaching for Games & Sports Activities
● Counselling & Remedial Services
● PACE – Career Development Programme
● Centre for Educational Design & Publishing
● Department of HRD
The school canteen offers delicious and hygienic food
for students, a fond memory of the alumni. The transport
services of the school are professionally managed, with
female staff. The school security system is manned by
experienced staff, and supported by CCTV cameras and
biometric systems. The school has regular safety audits
and an active Child Protection Policy.
We have a dedicated school app for parents which
regularly updates them about the activities in their child’s
class, their data on school records and notiﬁcations about
important events. This helps the parent stay current on
all information related to their child and the school at the
click of a button.
During the pandemic, the school has successfully
established a fully functioning online classroom system
with Google Classrooms, so that student learning
continues effectively. Our fully trained staff rose to the
occasion magniﬁcently and guided students and parents
into a smooth transition with sensitivity and care, providing
exciting and interesting activities for learning on our online
platform.

e School Captains Speak...
I, Harshil Goswami, am a
student of Veer Bhagat
Singh Vidyalaya for 5 Years
now. I am the School
Captain for the year 202223.
I, like all students in our school, have always been
given ample opportunities to enhance my skills.
Through Annual events students are provided a
platform to showcase their talent and to also master
them. There is a proper balance between academics
and co-curricular activities. With the help of our
talented sports teachers, students take up different
sports at school and participate in inter-school, state
as well as at the national levels.
Veer Bhagat Singh Vidyalaya has a very positive
environment, which helps students to be focused
and give their 100%. Extra-Curricular activities are
taken up every month related to celebration of
special days and events. Through these activities
students develop skills like teamwork, creativity,
conﬁdence, leadership, etc.
Our school nurtures core values like courage,
sensitivity, integrity, reasoning and many more. All
these values together have helped me become what
I am today. Learning from a team of excellent,
cooperative and helpful teachers adds to our
academic as well as co-curricular performance.
As a School Captain, I Organize different events like
House assemblies, celebration of special days.
Organizing and planning these events and
assemblies help in developing my organizational
and communication skills. With all these facilities
which my school provides, it has been an
unforgettable learning experience and I will forever
cherish it.

Harshil Goswami
School Captain SSC (2022-23)
Veer Bhagat Singh Vidyalaya

I have been studying in Veer
Bhagat Singh International
School for 11 years. I am
the school captain for
VBSIS for the academic year
2022-23. The school has
always given me a platform to
display and develop my skills. My school believes
that every child is talented and just needs
encouragement to shine.
In school, I have always been given opportunities to
showcase my talents to the world and uncover my
true potential. Our school’s tagline ‘every child
matters’ is perhaps one of the reasons for me being
the kind of Individual I am today. We believe that
every child deserves attention and all must be
treated equally.
Our school has taught me the values of friendship,
sharing, unity and understanding. We believe in the
importance of interactive learning and think of
learning as a two-way process. Over the years I have
learned to develop my conﬁdence and hone my
leadership skills.
The school has given me 12 years of unforgettable
memories. As my ﬁrst alma mater this school will
always occupy a special place in my heart.

Utsav Raghuvanshi
School Captain IGCSE (2022-23)
Veer Bhagat Singh International School

Learning Never Stops In Our School
BCG’s latest venture in the ﬁeld of education is - The Primary Enrichment Programme (PEP)
The PEP is a unique programme designed keeping in mind the needs of our bright, young students who are
curious to discover and know more. It aims to raise self-awareness and bring forth the 21st century skills,
helping students become reﬂective, conscious and critical thinkers. In a two hour, weekly online session,
students are exposed to a range of ideas, activities and information. Our dynamic teachers design special
learning modules that challenge students to go beyond the standard curriculum and create new and
unique modes of independent learning. The concepts covered are chosen judiciously. The teachers, being
facilitators, skillfully lead the students to express their imagination and apply the principles of different
concepts that expands knowledge and the understanding of the world around them.
We at BCG are excited to broaden our students’ experiences and capabilities, and thus push the
boundaries of their horizons!
A BCG initiative for Std. 10 Students – The LEAP Programme (Learning for Enhancing Academic
Prowess)
Designed to help our Std. 10 students who excel in academics, the LEAP programme is driven by our senior
and highly qualiﬁed faculty members possessing over 15 years of experience in being teachers, examiners
and moderators in the State Board Exams. They use their expertise and competence to guide the
meritorious students to reduce the margin of error, if any, and attain the best score.
A two-hour class, scheduled thrice a week, provides a platform for comprehensive test preparation
including intensive practice in writing with a special focus on technique. If required, the teachers go the
extra mile scheduling an additional class in the week, as per student need. As subject-mentors, they
empower students by clarifying doubts and providing valuable strategies and tips. Students are assessed
frequently and their answer sheets are corrected meticulously to train them for the upcoming board
exams. The individual and in-depth feedback given to each student helps them to hone their skills, master
time-management and maximize their scores. The LEAP programme motivates and prepares our
deserving students to go a step beyond to achieve their best.
Student Achievements
Competition

Name of the student

Class

Ranking

International Science Olympiad
Examination 2021-22

Avika Kevat
Adi Nagpurwala
Hannah Bijoy

Std 8
Grade 5
Grade 7

Gold Medal

International English Language
Olympiad Examination 2021-22

Avika Kevat
Trisha Srivastava
Nirmeet Khanderkar
Mannas Amin

Std 8
Grade 6
Grade 7
Std 5

Gold Medal

Under 17 category at 11th and 12th FAAI’s
National Field Indoor Archery Championship 22

Shauryaa Prabhu

Grade 6

Silver Medal

State Level Wushu (Mix Martial Art)
Championship 2022

Mustafa Jamal Shaikh

Grade 8

Gold Medal

14 of our Scouts and Guides students won the Rajyapuraskar –
President Award from Honourable Governor

Parent
Testimonials

Our Illustrious Alumni

I would like to thank each and every member of Veer Bhagat Singh
international School for their sincere efforts towards my daughter’s
over all development from Jr. Kg to Grade 10.
The thing which I like most about this school is that they believe in
stress free education.
All teachers are very helpful and always guide students in the
right direction.
Komal Panchal
2008

The best school for my Child!

Speciﬁcally during the COVID-19 period teachers took
extraordinary efforts and the result of that is that Grade
10 students this year scored good marks even though
they attended online sessions for 2 years.

Shoe Designer
CEO & Founder of
‘Kanvas Kloset’

I remember the day when my wife and I decided
to get my child admitted in Veer Bhagat Singh
International School and after four years, we feel it
It was a really amazing experience with VBSIS.
was the best decision for the future of our child.
Once again thank you so much for your efforts,
During this journey, in the last four years we have seen
support and guidance.
our child become independent and does his work on his
own. For every parent it is a relief when they watch their
Best wishes,
child being self-dependent, innovative, disciplined, time
bound and thinking out of the box. We have observed these
Ms. Jyoti Bhoite
changes in our child and that credit goes to the way every child
Parent of Paridha Bhoite - Grade 10
is taught in school.

Dr. Aaliya Uddin
2009

All activities conducted in school are structured in a way to improve
the thinking capabilities of the child. We can see that change in our
child in the way he thinks and he approaches any problem.

Kshitij Kapdekar
2005
Cybersecurity Consultant with
Google Cloud

Doing Core Surgical Training
from UK, Founder & President
of Surgical Society
of International Doctors

Sagar Rajpurkar

2009
Marine Biologist, Research Scholar and
Ph.D. student working in the Endangered
Species Recovery Program with
Wildlife Institute of India

Niyati Rao
2009
Chef and founder of ‘Ekaa’
a restaurant in Fort, Mumbai

All this is possible when the teachers possess these qualities and the
school follows and teaches these values. I am happy that this school
has teachers that have remarkable talent and along with a
temperament that motivates the students to move up the learning
curve and creates a conducive environment for every child to learn
and excel.
Every teacher has played an essential part in shaping my
child’s future, however I would like to say a special Thank
You to teachers Ms. Nasreen and Ms. Kanchan for giving
my child that guidance and support in school. I feel you
two have a big hand in discovering and developing
skills in my child and also for what he is today.
Regards,
Mr. Frazer Xavier
Parent of Aiden Xavier - Grade 4

Gurukul Song

Gurukul Kindergarten of Veer Bhagat
Singh International School has played
an important role in shaping my child’s
overall development. His learning has
been stress free and he enjoys coming to
school. I was very worried for him due to the
pandemic he had lack of exposure, but the
teachers always put my worries at ease and took
it upon themselves to ﬁll the gap. The teachers are
cooperative and always available to guide me
regarding my child’s progress. I wish to thank the
teachers and the school management for
providing a fun, suppor tive and safe
environment to foster the overall growth of
my child.
Ms. Sana Sayed
Parent of Aahil Sayed - Prep 1

Every school is special in its own way and the same is with
Veer Bhagat Singh International School as well. It's a place
w h e r e c h i l d r e n f ro m d i f fe r e n t b a c k g ro u n d s a n d
temperaments come together with the purpose to learn. It offers
magic in the form of experiments in laboratories, sports on the
ﬁeld, creativity in the art room, knowledge building skills in the
classroom and more. The teachers are friendly and approachable.
They provide the children with a sense of belonging and make them
look forward to come to school.
Schools are a place where the child gets to make friends, learn new things
and grow every day. In fact it is very hard to imagine the world without
schools. They are the ﬁrst place where we learn about life and many more
things. Similarly Veer Bhagat Singh International School plays the same
role in my daughter's life.
Regards,
Mr. Dean Almeida
Parent of Katelyn Almeida - Grade 4

We are the Leaders that inspire
We are the spirit of the People
We are the Force that’s driven
To achieve the impossible
Chorus
We dream and we know
We care and we show
We are the teachers and
We are the learners
Forever thus we grow (2)
We are the wave
We are the ocean
We are the heirs
To the legacy of Reason
We are the Force that’s driven
To achieve the impossible
(Repeat chorus)
We are the light
We are the laughter
We are the caretakers
Of Time hereafter
We can change the lives
Of all like you and me
We can turn the tide
And create the land and sea
(Repeat chorus)
We are the Leaders that inspire
We are the spirit of the People
We are the Force that’s driven
To achieve the impossible
(Repeat chorus)

Our Mentor

"
The LeAD offers programmes for schools and its various stakeholders, towards developing
an environment conducive to student’s healthy growth and development. Students
are challenged with rapid changes in the social and technological environment, while
adults are struggling to guide them. LeAD provides many opportunities for adults and
students to brainstorm, discuss, and learn based on professional research and study.
LeAD provides training programs, workshops and consultation to educators, parents,
and students, in BCG and in the larger educational community.

CEDP is the BCG’s hub for academic analysis and development. Comprised of
professionals, they study syllabi and develop learning material for teachers and students,
including worksheets. Guided by the CEO, they provide content that supplements the
course plan as well as material that enriches the teaching-learning process. In addition,
they design and develop resources for educators, customizing it to their requirements.
Their high quality services ensure that the BCG schools are always well supported and
equipped with the best curricular material.

Old order should change,
always and ever,
yielding place to new,
so that one good order may
not corrupt the world.

"

Veer Bhagat Singh
(1907 - 1931)
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VEER BHAGAT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Marve Road, Malad (West),
Mumbai - 400 095.
Й : 9920175276 / 8104279704
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Website: www.vbsis.org
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